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Artist’s impression: Green Link Bridge connection to the light rail
platform. (Landscape shown at full maturity and is indicative only).
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8 Bridges
8.1 Design philosophy
The design of the bridges on the project aims to
serve the community at the highest level by
providing comfortable, safe and enjoyable
connectivity. Experientially the bridges are located
and designed to enhance views, create high
legibility and to respond to desire lines. The bridges
represent the reconnection of communities that
have been physically severed for more than a
hundred years by railway yards and road
infrastructure.
The bridges have a unifying and minimalist
aesthetic. The clean design lines are
complemented with sculptural features to create a
highly experiential and materially integrated
aesthetic. The major structural elements, which
include abutments, balusters, fences, throw
screens and road furniture, form an integrated suite
of urban design elements that will remain timeless,
contemporary and visually appealing in the
landscape.

A hierarchy of bridges
A hierarchy of bridges assists with legibility based
on the visibility of the structures. The most visually
dominant structures, those most visible by users
have the highest level of hierarchy; this approach
assists in developing legibility, safety, functional
and experiential design. The hierarchy also assists
with understanding function, location in context and
desire lines. The most visible bridges are those
located on City West Link.
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The feature bridges include:
1 Bridge to Brenan Street
→

→
2 Green Link Bridge (subject to approval of
Modification SSI-7485-Mod-2 )
→
3 The New Victoria Road Bridge complex
→
4 The Crescent Overpass (traffic only).
The feature bridges form a complementary suite of
structures that will be seen in the context of Anzac
Bridge, other City West Link bridges and Inner
West Light Rail bridges.

4
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All the bridges are designed to be consistent with
RMS Bridge Aesthetic Guidelines 2012.
The alignment of the Green Link Bridge and The
Crescent Overpass differs from that assessed in
the EIS, therefore the project has sought to modify
the Planning Approval to include these changes
through modification SSI-7485-Mod-2. The design
presented in this section has been developed from
the concept within the modification. The project
acknowledges that this design is subject to
approval.
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Figure 8-1: Rozelle Interchange - bridge locations
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8.2 Design strategies for
the bridges

A structural ‘family’ with an
architectural language

Bridges connecting and
serving communities

The feature bridges are designed as a family of
bridging structures with a consistent architectural
language that incorporates:

The feature bridges, including the Green Link
Bridge respond to desire lines identified in the
M4-M5 Link Environmental Impact Statement (EIS),
which included an Active Transport Strategy for the
area (refer to Figure 8-3), and the M4-M5 Link
Modification: The Crescent overpass and active
transport links.

→ Curved structures in the landscape that have
sinuous, organic forms
→ Consistently shaped piers that respond to the
functional attributes of the superstructure
→ Inclined, tapered and shaped throw screens,
with the incline helping to make the on-bridge
experience for users open and welcoming
→ The throw screens unify the overall appearance
and accentuate transparency
→ Feature lighting which will form a unifying night
time appearance.
→

Figure 8-2: Bridge to Brenan Street
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The design has improved on the connections
shown in the EIS by providing simplified
connections for people in neighbourhood areas into
and through the parklands (refer to the Pedestrian
and Cycle Implementation Strategy, section 11).
Pathway connections in Rozelle Rail Yards
Parklands are designed to respond to anticipated
future development in White Bay precinct. The
connections are designed to link existing
communities through new elements (stairs, ramps,
paths) proposed under this Project and to respond
to future development.

Figure 8-3: Green Link Bridge and Bridge to
Rozelle Bay
(subject to approval of modification
SSI-7485-Mod-2)

The New Victoria Road Bridge and the shared user
path bridges connecting to this bridge will be
primarily experienced from Rozelle Rail Yards
Parklands. The active transport corridor to Anzac
Bridge will be reconstructed.
Parkland visitors will delight in the axial views of
Sydney Harbour Bridge through the New Victoria
Road Bridge. All the new connections to Victoria
Road, including bus stop connections and the
active transport corridor, will increase connectivity
and convenience for the benefit of the community.
For further details on the Active Transport Network,
refer to the pedestrian and cycle strategy described
in Section 11 of this UDLP.

Figure 8-4: New Victoria Road Bridge

Bridges

Bridges connecting the site
and cycle movements
The most prominent urban design feature of the
Rozelle Rail Yard parklands that influence
connectivity of the site in the broader context are:
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1 The Green Link Bridge over City West Link to
→
improve connectivity form Rozelle to the
foreshore with a provision for connections to the
promenade. This links to the Rozelle Bay Light
Rail station, (subject to approval of modification
SSI-7485-Mod-2)

→
2 East west connectivity for cyclists through the
parklands connecting to Anzac Bridge, Victoria
Road and future priority projects

2

3 The Bridge to Brenan Street which links to the
→
western route and the Greenway along
Hawthorn Canal

→
4 Access to Victoria Road with connections to the
Anzac Bridge link.

1

3

Figure 8-5: Plan - Active transport connections with connecting bridges
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Artist’s impression - Bridge to Brenan Street from Railway Parade
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8.3 Bridge to Brenan
Street
The Bridge to Brenan Street incorporates a
shared user path. It is a major connector for the
active transport route for northern connections
across City West Link and to the Whites Creek
active transport path system. The Bridge to
Brenan Street connects:
→ Brenan Street / Railway Parade and the active
transport path along Whites Creek in
Annandale

Future proofing for active
transport connections
The design anticipates that in the future a dedicated
cycle path along the north side of Brenan Street will
be provided, connecting Catherine Street to Glebe
Foreshore Parkland. The current design anticipates
a future dedicated cycle path that is beyond the
project boundary.

→ A path through the Rozelle Rail Yards
Parklands to Lilyfield (Rozelle)
→ The Cecily Street active transport network in
Lilyfield
→ Local street footpaths.

Key plan
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Bridge features

User facilities

Bridge details

Lighting

The bridge will have a sweeping, curved,
lightweight, elevated appearance in the landscape
and includes the following features:

The Bridge to Brenan Street is designed for
universal access which includes pedestrians,
cyclists and people with disabilities (DDA
compliance):

The Bridge to Brenan Street has a constant curve,
a major feature which leads to a high-quality design
outcome. It is set back from Whites Creek to avoid
the existing concrete drainage structure and mature
palm trees on the northern side of the creek, where
possible. The palm trees will assist in reducing the
visual impact of the bridge.

The bridge safety lighting is a feature of the bridge
being elegantly and subtly designed to consider the
neighbourhood surrounding by focussing the light
on the bridge. Lighting levels on the bridge allow for
facial recognition (P1 category).

→ A sinuous elegant form, as an organic
landscape element in the parklands
→ The bridge has clean lines, refined and elegant
proportions, minimal tapered piers to maximise
usability, permeability and visual transparency
beneath
→ The superstructure is painted with the colours
reflecting the cladding on the buildings and
portals which form the edge of City West Link
→ The bridge and ramp structures including the
vertical and horizontal alignments will enliven
the journey and provide enhanced pedestrian
connections between surrounding streets,
foreshore and other public spaces

→ The cycle way will be separated from the
pedestrian path by line marking, symbols and
wayfinding elements
→ The shared path bridge is designed and
signposted for 15 kilometres per hour cyclist
speeds
→ The bridge is five metres wide between
handrails with setbacks for pedals and an edge
hob.
→

→ The tapered piers of the bridge in the road
space form a family of structures with other
feature bridges. Refer to Figure 8-6 and 8-7
→ The throw screens will create an elegant form
when viewed from City West Link; the screens
are limited to areas that require them
→ The throw screen design will result in the bridge
having an open welcoming appearance for on
bridge users incorporating safety lighting as a
feature. Refer to Figure 8-6
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The northern abutment of the bridge is located
between the New M5 portal and the Rozelle West
MOC. It joins into the Rozelle Rail Yards Parkland
along the path network. The southern landing of the
bridge has been located on Brenan Street to
provide connection to Whites Creek at a safe
location. The landing area at Brenan Street will be
landscaped and maintained but is not a publicly
accessible space due to the rail, road, drainage and
safety requirements of the precinct.
The bridge spans over the City West Link and the
Inner West Light Rail, with clearances provided for
existing road and rail infrastructure which results in
a dominant vertical alignment in the neighbourhood
context.

Bridges
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Figure 8-6: Bridge to Brenan Street - General arrangement plan
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Existing fence

Opaque anti-throw screen for
privacy of neighbourhood along
selected areas

Painted steel bridge over light rail
line and City West Link

Anti-throw screen on bridge
with integrated lighting

WHITES CREEK
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Figure 8-8: Bridge to Brenan Street - East elevation
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Figure 8-7: Section through Bridge to Brenan Street
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Bridges

Artist’s impression: On the Bridge to Brenan Street looking north towards Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands
(Landscape shown at full maturity and is indicative only).
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Artist’s impression - Green Link Bridge looking east (subject to approval of modification SSI-7485-Mod-2)
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8.4 Green Link Bridge
The Green Link Bridge is a vegetated landbridge
and is the major connector joining the suburban
areas of Rozelle / Lilyfield, Annandale and the
Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands. It is a major active
transport connector across City West Link that joins
directly with the Rozelle Bay Station on the Inner
West Light Rail. The Green Link bridge is subject to
approval of modification SSI-7485-Mod-2.

The Green Link Bridge provides connections to:
→ Dennison Street in Rozelle to Rozelle Bay
Station on Railway Parade
→ A ramp connection from Rozelle Bay Station to
The Crescent southern footpath
→ An at-grade crossing at the City West Link and
The Crescent across Johnson Street to Glebe
Foreshore park and Chapman Street
→ All local street footpaths.
These connections are in accordance with the
M4-M5 Link Modification: The Crescent overpass
and active transport links and have been modified
to suit The Crescent Overpass (traffic only).

Key plan
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Bridge features
Consistent with all the bridges on the Project, the
Green Link Bridge will have a sweeping, curvilinear,
elevated appearance. The bridge is designed to
accommodate small trees and a variety of other
plants.
The Green Link Bridge comprises:
→ A significant landmark structure as an
integrated landscape design element with a
strong landscaped public realm quality
→ Clean lines, refined and elegant form with
minimal piers and abutments to maximise
usability, permeability and visual transparency
beneath
→ A horizontal and vertical alignment designed to
assist with appropriate sightlines and legibility
as part of the CPTED process
→ A gentle ramping transition from the Rozelle
Ventilation Facility to the Rozelle Bay Light Rail
Station platform
→ The landscape extends across the bridge with a
variety of landscape elements that include seats
and planter areas, small trees, groundcovers
and grasses

Bridge details
→ Drainage system for the bridge that includes
water sensitive urban design, the water is
treated before being returned to the natural
drainage systems
→ A feature sculptural titanium zinc façade will
screen the bridge maintenance gantry under
the northern end of the bridge
→ The throw screens along both sides of the
bridge will create an elegant sweeping form
when viewed from the road. The throw screen
design will result in the bridge having an open
welcoming appearance
→ The bridge includes lighting to P1 level for facial
recognition.
→ The bridge connects to the Rozelle Bay Station
to the light rail, the design incorporates
wayfinding, car reader, bike rack and seating
amenities.
The cross section of the bridge is consistent with
the MCoA cross section provided at Figure 5.8 of
Appendix L, Volume 2F of the EIS. The bridge
spans from Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands across
City West Link including the slip lane onto The
Crescent as required by the EIS.

→ A varying width path from 6m to 7m wide
between the landscape zones on the side of the
bridge that is a shared use area for all active
transport users
→ A 5.5m clearances below the bridge for vehicle
traffic
→ Superstructure comprising silver painted, twin,
steel box-girders with steel outreach arms and a
concrete deck to support the landscape
→ Tapering ‘v-shaped piers’ in the median,
proportioned to be consistent with other piers
on bridges
→ The soil depth supports small tree and plant
growth with internal irrigation and drainage
→ Vertical and horizontal curved alignments to
enliven the journey and provide enhanced
pedestrian connections between surrounding
streets and other public spaces
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The Green Link Bridge will achieve universal
access for all uses including pedestrians, cyclists
and people with disabilities (DDA compliance). The
Green Link Bridge is a shared user facility, with its
width allowing for all users to freely access the path
as a shared space. The bridge is designed for
15kph cyclist speeds.

The path system connects to the viewing area on
top of the ventilation station affording views over
Rozelle Bay to the city. The roof of the Rozelle
ventilation facility will be landscaped with a soil
layer at least one metre deep and will join to the
pathway through the Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands
to Lilyfield Road.

The bridge will incorporate wayfinding elements
and signage to assist orientation of users. Small
trees, grasses and groundcover planting on the
bridge will provide shade and a sense of separation
from traffic.

A feature titanium-zinc screen, which forms part of
the Rozelle ventilation outlet structure, is located
under the bridge and screens access for the bridge
bearing maintenance platform and an access door
to the facility.

The horizontal alignment forms an s-shaped curve
for the principle spans across City West Link
forming a major feature of the bridge that will lead
to a high-quality design outcome. The s-shape was
determined by the pier and spanning configuration
of the road lanes below. The alignment is carefully
designed to optimise the location of the piers to
reduce the number of spans.

The bridge will span City West Link and the
northbound turn lanes of The Crescent.
Clearances are designed to ensure the safety of
road users. Tapered feature pier are located at the
drainage channel on the north side of City West
Link and in the traffic island south side of City West
Link.

The bridge forms a vegetated connection between
the Rozelle ventilation facility, the western and
middle Rozelle ventilation outlets, and the Rozelle
Bay Station on the Inner West Light Rail line. A
connection to the rail crossing area provides a
direct ramped link to the western footpath of The
Crescent near Johnson Street. The ramp connects
to local footpaths links.
The northern abutment of the bridge is located on
the Rozelle ventilation facility where the Green Link
Bridge connects to the major pathway system in the
Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands.

The southern landing of the bridge has been
located to join into Rozelle Bay Light Rail Station
platform. The Green Link Bridge ramps down to the
platform level ramps and landings. The public realm
includes a safe crossing point for active transport
users with good sightlines that are open to the light
rail facilities for enhanced passive surveillance.
The 4.5m wide bridge ramp to the southern
footpath of The Crescent extends along the eastern
edge of The Crescent footpath, avoiding
construction works directly impacting the existing
brick community art wall. This connection extends
to include a bus stop on The Crescent and a
at-grade crossing at Johnston Street, which
connects to the Glebe Foreshore Parkland pathway
system.

Bridges

Artist’s impression: City West Link view looking east of the Green Link Bridge
(Landscape shown at full maturity and indicative only).
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Figure 8-9: Plan showing Green Link Bridge, The Crescent Overpass and the Whites Creek Bridge
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Figure 8-10: Green Link Bridge. Elevation
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Figure 8-11: Cross section through Green Link Bridge and The Crescent Overpass (traffic only bridge)
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Artist’s impression - Green Link Bridge connection to the Rozelle Bay Light Rail platform
(Landscape shown at full maturity and is indicative only).
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Artist’s impression: The Crescent Overpass Bridge looking north from The Crescent (PAC2 )
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8.5 The Crescent
Overpass (traffic
only)

Connections

Appearance

The Crescent Overpass:

The Crescent Overpass will appear as a significant
silver painted steel structure in the roadscape. The
bridge will have precast concrete facia panels,
tapered blade walls, with the superstructure being a
curved steel box girder. The overall form and
design resolution resonates with the other bridges
and major infrastructure nearby utilising clean lines
and a minimalist approach.

The Crescent Overpass is a right-hand turn vehicle
only bridge on the north bound lanes of The
Crescent. It extends from Johnston Street over the
west bound lanes on City West Link to the east
bound lanes to Anzac Bridge.

→ Connects the north bound traffic on The
Crescent to a right-hand turn onto the Western
Distributor

This vehicle only bridge assists with traffic flow
associated with the Project. The bridge is located
east of the Green Link Bridge on the western side
of The Crescent. The Crescent Overpass is subject
to approval of modification SSI-7485-Mod-2.

→

→ The bridge is required for traffic flow east bound
to Sydney CBD.

This bridge spans over the Whites Creek drainage
channels as well as west bound traffic on City West
Link, resulting a long ramp length.

Key plan
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Construction

Bridge details

Lighting

The construction of this bridge is a major innovation
for the project. The bridge will be constructed in
approximately 12-15 stages due to the complex
traffic management and sequencing while other
drainage bridges are constructed in the area. The
construction methodology will include an
incrementally launched steel girder and concrete
deck system to improve safety during construction.
The design of the bridge girders and aesthetic has
developed through the Safety in Design process.

The bridge is located and traverses the intersection
of The Crescent and City West Link. Pedestrian
and cyclist access is not permitted and will be
signposted.

Lighting for the bridge is standard street lighting
seen throughout The Crescent and City West Link,
the light poles will be located on the parapet of the
bridge. The lamps are LED white light.

The northern abutment of the bridge is located east
bound on City West Link. These east bound ramps
of the bridge are located under the Bridge to
Rozelle Bay. The bridge is required to span the
westbound lanes of City West Link. Clearances for
this existing infrastructure road and rail are
designed to ensure the bridge sits comfortably in
the urban context.
The southern abutment of the bridge is located on
The Crescent in Annandale, commencing near
Johnston Street extending in a northerly direction.
The abutment walls of the bridge will have creepers
on them to soften the appearance of the structure
in the roadscape.

Rozelle Bay
Station beyond

Silver painted
steel bridge

Revetment
Street lamps

Figure 8-12: The Crescent Overpass: East sectional elevation
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Artist’s impression: The Crescent Overpass Bridge looking west
(Landscape shown at full maturity and indicative only).
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8.6 Whites Creek Bridge
These are two low-lying connector shared user
path bridges over Whites Creek and a new
drainage channel, which are sited in the new
parkland space of Rozelle Bay. These bridges are
the connectors for the eastern side of The Crescent
joining footpaths along The Crescent and the Glebe
Foreshore path / footpath system. The bridges,
which incorporate provisions for utilities, create the
following connections:
→ Rozelle to Glebe Foreshore Parkland /
Chapman Street along The Crescent (eastern
side); this joins onto James Craig Road
→ The Crescent eastern footpath connections
(north-south and east-west) at the intersection
with City West Link
→ Crossings over Whites Creek and parkland
drainage channels as they enter Rozelle Bay
→ An at-grade crossing from The Crescent to
Railway Parade, Annandale

Feature and safety lighting

Bridge details

Lighting levels on the bridge allow for facial
recognition (P1 category). The lighting provided
utilises street lighting at the intersection and
includes additional lighting to provide even lighting
levels along the bridges and path.

The bridges comprise two low-profile structures
integrated into the landscape with clean lines,
simple, refined and elegant with no piers and
abutments under the bridge.
The horizontal and vertical alignment are adjusted
to increase sight lines and legibility. The bridges are
DDA compliant. They are located over White Creek
channel with water below. The tidal changes in the
channels will be visible from the bridges.
The superstructures of the bridges will be concrete
Super-T girders. The bridges horizontal alignment
will ensure a continuous journey and provide
enhanced pedestrian connectivity between
surrounding footpath, bridge and other public
spaces.
The landscape and hard surface public realm
treatments are carefully designed to integrate the
bridges design. The bridges have mesh balusters
and polished stainless steel handrails.
Key plan
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NORTHERN BRIDGE ELEVATION IS SKEWED
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Figure 8-13: Whites Creek Bridge - East elevation
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Artist’s impression: Aerial view over the Crescent
(Landscape shown at full maturity and is indicative only).
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Artist’s impression - Victoria Road and the pedestrian underpass
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8.7 The new Victoria
Road Bridge
The New Victoria Road Bridge is located north of
the intersection of City West Link and on Victoria
Road and replaces the existing Victoria Road
Bridge.
The New Victoria Road Bridge spans over the
active transport network in Rozelle Rail Yards
Parklands and the east bound traffic from the M4
tunnel connection to Anzac Bridge. The bridge
accommodates vehicle traffic, cyclists and
pedestrians. All ramp connections are required to
be DDA compliant for disability access. The bridge
parapets have medium performance barriers with
twin rails for improved viewing form the road. Throw
screens are provided in required locations.

Connections

Appearance

The New Victoria Road Bridge connects:

The New Victoria Road Bridge will appear as a
low-lying integrated mass concrete structure in the
Rozelle Rail Yards Parkland space forming the
intersection of Victoria Road and City West Link.

→ North bound traffic from The Crescent to
Victoria Road
→ South bound traffic on Victoria Road to the CBD
→ Footpath connections on the eastern and
western edges of Victoria Road
→ Shared path users to the parklands from the
eastern footpath, this connection also includes
a shared path connection to Anzac Bridge
→ Active transport connections from the road level
to Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands below
→ The Active Transport Corridor under Victoria
Road Bridge that is 15m wide at its narrowest
and widens to approximately twenty-eight
meters, making this a generous underpass
space (refer to section 4 for underpass details)
→ A stair access from the eastern footpath to the
Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands is provided to the
footpath on the east bound lane of Victoria
Road, near the bus stop
→ Connections to bus stops on both sides of
Victoria Road

The bridge will have precast concrete fascia
panels, with the superstructure comprising Super-T
precast girders on concrete abutment walls. The
bridge safety barriers are medium performance
with twin rails for improved views of adjoining areas
for motorists. The bridge will also have throw
screens over the M4 dive structures.
The bridge is located over the Rozelle Rail Yards
Parklands, providing a wide, pedestrian underpass
connection. To create a safe, attractive and
dynamic urban environment, the Project team has
developed a contemporary design approach that
interprets the shared history of the former Rail
Yards. Description of the underpass design is
provided in Section 4.

Key plan

→ Crossing locations with traffic lights for users
across City West Link to James Craig Road
→ The bridge also spans the new M4 Portal for
east bound traffic from the tunnel.
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Figure 8-14: Victoria Road Bridge Complex - Plan
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Bridge details

Lighting

Underpass design

The bridge accommodates vehicle traffic, cyclists
and pedestrians and all connections are required to
be DDA compliant for disability access.

The lighting design is a feature of the bridge
underpass that will be elegant, well illuminated and
designed to consider the safety and comfort of
parkland users. Lighting levels in the underpass
area is designed for facial recognition (P10
category).

Both sides of the underpass have utilised
perforated metal cladding to create a dynamic
pedestrian experience.

The new bridge is wider than the existing bridge
and will therefore require a cast in-situ infill at the
bridge abutment edges. The bridge span is
required to allow for clearances for the active
transport corridor and the M4 tunnel dive structure.
The southern abutment of the bridge is located on
The Crescent south of the M4 portal and connects
to the western ramp to the Rozelle Rail Yards
Parklands and to the at-grade crossing to James
Craig Road.

Feature lighting will also be integrated into the walls
and pavement design reminiscent of the rail tracks
that previously ran through the area.

On the southern wall, a mural wall made of
perforated metal cladding has been considered as
an opportunity for integrated public art, the
approach to which is outlined in Section 4.

Pocket park along behind at the corner of
Lilyfield Road and Victoria Road
Termination of feature cladding
behind landscape works

On the northern abutment, a folded metal facade
has been designed to reflect the idea of
‘convergence’. The facade has integrated LED strip
feature lighting, which converges onto the ground
plane and incorporates senses which can detect
and change with pedestrian movement.

Integrated LED strip feature lighting into
metal cladding

Road deck and bridge girders.

Perforated ‘ochre bronze’ aluminium feature
cladding panels with integrated mural
artwork.

Public access stair to Rozelle Rail Yards
parkland

Anti-throw screens along
Victoria Road Bridge
TYPICAL SECTION

VICTORIA ROAD BRIDGE

PEDESTRIAN UNDERPASS

Figure 8-15: Section 3 - Bridge over Rozelle Rail Yards. Section
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Metal cladding to M4-Anzac exit with integrated
feature lighting rebates at 5m centres. Refer to
elevations provided in Section 06 of the UDLP.

Mid-span pier wall clad with metal cladding
on both sides to provide acoustic and visual
separation from the M4-Anzac exit portal

Anti-throw screens along
Victoria Road Bridge

VICTORIA ROAD

Approx. 5m clear height
VICTORIA ROAD PEDESTRIAN UNDERPASS

M4-ANZAC EXIT PORTAL
AND CLADDING (refer Section 06)

Figure 8-16: Section 3 - Bridge over Rozelle Rail Yards. Section
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Width varies between 15m to 35m wide

Existing sandstone rock face and new
bridge abutment above

Bridges

Artist’s impression - View from Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands towards Victoria Road Bridge and pedestrian underpass
(Landscape shown at full maturity and is indicative only).
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Artist’s impression: Victoria Road shared user path (bridge), with stairs to Victoria Road - looking east from Rozelle Rail Yards parkland
(Landscape
shown
full maturity and
indicative
only). • Urban Design and Landscape Plan •
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Bridges

8.8 Victoria Road
Shared User Path
Bridge (east)
This curved bridge is located on the east side of
Victoria Road for active transport users connecting
to the Anzac Bridge shared path.
The bridge is an important east-west grade
separated connector from Victoria Road footpath to
Anzac Bridge. Active transport users in Rozelle Rail
Yards Parklands will have DDA compliant ramp
access to Anzac Bridge from an associated ramp
connection. The ramp will be illuminated.

Connections
Victoria Road Shared User Path Bridge (east) has
the following connections:
→ Access from under Victoria Road
→ East and west connections between Rozelle
Rail Yards Parklands and the future White Bay
connection
→ Eastern footpath connections from the New
Victoria Road Bridge to Anzac Bridge active
transport path
→ Victoria Road western footpath connections
from under the New Victoria Road Bridge to
Anzac Bridge shared path
→ The bridge is augmented with a stair access
from the eastern footpath to the Rozelle
Parklands.

Key plan
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Appearance

Bridge details

Lighting

Victoria Road Shared User Path Bridge (east) to
Anzac Bridge will appear as a painted steel curved
bridge ramp structure in the Rozelle Rail Yards
Parklands space.

This is a shared user pathway for pedestrians,
cyclists and mobility impaired. The ramp and bridge
will be DDA compliant.

The lighting design eliminates the needs for pole
lighting, reduces light spillage and is at a
maintainable height. The lighting design is elegant
and subtly designed to consider the neighbourhood
surrounding by focussing the light on the bridge.
Lighting levels on the bridge allow for facial
recognition (P1 category).

NEW VICTORIA ROAD BRIDGE
UNDERPASS

Anti-throw screens on
concrete parapet

P10 lighting on
underpass

Underpass architectural
treatment

Concrete stairs with metal
balustrade

Figure 8-17: New Victoria Road Bridge, stairs to Victoria Road and Victoria Road Shared User Path Bridge (east) - Elevation
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Existing sandstone
escarpment beyond

Victoria Road Shared User
Path bridge East

Ramp to Anzac Bridge
from Parklands

Bridges

Upper level of Victoria
Road footpath (east )

Existing rock face

Concrete abutment
to stairs

Metal baluster

Concrete stairs

Shared user path and
bridge to Anzac Parade

Walkway

Figure 8-18: Sectional Elevation - Shared User Path to Anzac Bridge
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Artist’s impression: Victoria Road shared user path to Rozelle Rail Yards - looking west
(landscape8—36
shown| atWestConnex
full maturity and
indicative
only).
Rozelle
Interchange
• Urban Design and Landscape Plan •

Bridges

8.9 Victoria Road
Shared User Path
Bridge (west)
Victoria Road Shared User Path Bridge (west) is
located on the western side of Victoria Road and
provides a direct connection between Victoria Road
western footpath and the Active Transport corridor
in the Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands.

Connections

Appearance

Bridge details

The Victoria Road Shared User Path Bridge (west)
will appear as a path in the RRY Parklands space.
Some limited sections of the bridge will have throw
screens. The ramp is located in the parkland
partially on fill and partially on a bridging structure.
The ramp will appear as part of the parkland
landscape. The bridge undercroft area is not
publicly accessible.

This is a shared user pathway for pedestrians,
cyclists and people with disabilities and will be DDA
compliant.

Lighting
Lighting on the shared user path is P1 level for
facial recognition.

The bridge connections include:
→ Access to Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands on the
western side of Victoria Road
→ East west connections under Victoria Road
between Rozelle Rail Yards Parklands and
White Bay that lead to the Anzac Bridge shared
path
→ Footpath connections to western footpath along
Victoria Road.

Key plan

Western footpath

Existing mousehole
structure beyond

Painted steel bridge

Metal handrails

Fence

Shared user path to
Parklands

Earthen ramp
to Parklands

Concrete precast
parapets

VICTORIA ROAD
BRIDGE

Figure 8-19: SUP to RRY (Western bridge / ramp to Parklands). Sectional Elevation
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